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Recent dramatic changes such as the rising number
of Internet users, the penetration of portable and

mobile devices, or the Internet of Things, has motivated
a number of research initiatives, labeled “Future Inter-
net” worldwide, supported by NSF in the USA and EU
research framework programs in Europe. In Hungary,
the ongoing “Future Internet Research, Services and
Technology – FIRST” project, supported by the Europe-
an Social Funds focuses on key theoretical, modeling,
planning, application and experimental aspects of Fu-
ture Internet. The six papers published in this special is-
sue demonstrate the research results achieved by the
FIRST research community in various fields related to
Future Internet.    

Since the standardization of the TCP/IP 40 years
ago, TCP is, after several modifications, still the proto-
col providing reliable end-to-end transport on the Inter-
net. The first paper, “Towards the Transport Protocols of
Future Internet”, by Z. Móczár and S. Molnár, presents
the evolution of transport protocols since the early days
of the Internet, gives an overview of the main pitfalls
the researchers faced with during the years, and sug-
gests a promising approach which may be able to sa-
tisfy the diverse requirements of future networks.

The Internet Protocol by its nature does not guaran-
tee the delivery of packets in the right order. Therefore,
it is important to investigate the effects of packet reor-
dering. Authors A. Kuki, B. Almási, T. Bérczes and J.
Sztrik, in their paper “Modeling a QoS Classified Com-
munication in a multiuser Wi-Fi Environment”, propose a
finite source queueing model that includes the packet
reordering feature. The authors show how the packet re-
ordering phenomenon influences the main waiting times
compared to the FIFO discipline. 

In next generation wireless telecommunications net-
works not only the movements of single mobile end-
points but also entire mobile network movements need
to be managed (network mobility or NEMO). The paper
“A study on the Performance of an Advanced Framew-
ork for Prediction-based NEMO Handovers in Multiho-
med Scenarios”, by L. Bokor, G. Jeney, J. Kovács, pro-

vides an extensive performance evaluation of an ad-
vanced handover management solution that aims at
providing ubiquitous IPv6 connection and seamless In-
ternet access for NEMO scenarios. 

Despite the reliability feature of TCP, its relatively
high complexity does not always enable to implement it
in a hardware environment with constrained resources.
The paper by P. Orosz, T. Skopkó, and M. Varga, titled
“RCTP: A Low-complexity Transport Protocol for Collec-
ting Measurement Data”, introduces a low-complexity
transport protocol dedicated to a real-time network mo-
nitoring system operating above 10 Gbps. The protocol
may be suitable for measurement networks such as
sensor networks.

The fifth paper ot this special issue, “Internet of
Things: application areas and research results of the
FIRST project”, by Z. Gál, B. Almási, S. Oniga, S. Ba-
ran, T. Dabóczi, R. Vida, and I. Farkas, gives an over-
view of the research results achieved within the FIRST/
IoT Project. The paper deals with the following six to-
pics: 

i) Integration of the IoT into the IPv4/IPv6 systems
ii) Cyber physical systems
iii) Self-optimizing and self-managing 

communication mechanisms of the IoT systems
iv) E-health powered by IoT
v) Weather prediction network tool development and

analysis
vi) Development of testbeds and virtual service

platforms

The last paper deals with the interesting phenome-
na on social network that has been in the focus of re-
search during the past two decades or so. The authors,
G. Kocsis and I. Varga, in their paper “Investigation of
spreading phenomena on social networks”, studied in-
formation spreading on different network topologies.
Based on a novel complex network generating method
several test cases were created for social simulations,
focusing mainly on the case of declining social net-
works. 
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Towards the Transport Protocols of Future Internet
Zoltán Móczár, Sándor Molnár

Abstract—End-to-end congestion control performed by the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the main data transfer
mechanism of today’s Internet providing reliable communication
between hosts. Since the deployment of TCP the Internet has
gone through a significant change due to the evolving network
technologies and the diversity of applications. This process has led
to a heterogeneous environment with complex traffic character-
istics raising the demand for working out different TCP versions
to achieve better performance in various network conditions.
In addition to the traditional congestion control scheme several
alternative solutions have also been proposed for reliable trans-
port. However, the current practice of continuous modification
and refinement of TCP for specific network environments does
not seem to be a viable option, hence there is an increasing
need for a more efficient and flexible transport protocol. In this
paper we present a survey of the major data transfer mechanisms
developed in the last decades, and advocate a possible direction
for future research.

Index Terms—transport protocols, congestion control, fountain
coding, future Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE success of the Internet partially stems from the
algorithms implemented in the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP). This transport protocol has guaranteed the
reliable transfer between end hosts and the stable operation of
networks for several decades. However, network environments,
applications and user behavior have changed considerably
during this long period making TCP suboptimal under dif-
ferent conditions. As a result, a huge number of versions and
enhancements of TCP have been proposed for emerging en-
vironments mainly focusing on its congestion control scheme
and the related mechanisms [1].

Transport layer protocols play a significant role in the
efficient and fair utilization of available network resources,
and also have a great impact on the quality of user experience.
Due to the importance of this research topic, thousands of re-
searchers and developers worldwide are working on more and
more efficient transport solutions. The research, development
and standardization processes are managed by two large open
international communities, the Internet Research Task Force
(IRTF) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which
are organized into different research and working groups,
respectively. The main groups focusing on the area of data
transport are the Internet Congestion Control Research Group
(ICCRG) at IRTF and the working groups of the Transport
and Services Area (TSV) at IETF. The key goal of ICCRG
is to move towards consensus on which technologies can
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be considered as viable long-term solutions for the Internet
congestion control architecture, and to identify the trade-off
between potential benefits and costs. As opposed to ICCRG,
the members of TSV work on mechanisms related to end-to-
end data transfer to support various Internet applications and
services that exchange potentially large volumes of traffic at
high bandwidths.

This paper presents the evolution of transport protocols
since the early days of Internet introducing the main pitfalls
the researchers faced with during the years. Furthermore, we
shed light on a promising approach, which may be able to
satisfy the diverse requirements of future networks.

II. OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS

In current Internet the Transmission Control Protocol carries
the vast majority of network traffic. The history of TCP
dates back to 1981 when the official protocol specification
was published by the IETF in RFC 793 [2]. Over the past
three decades a significant research effort has been devoted
to TCP in order to meet the requirements of the continuously
evolving communication networks. This process has resulted
in countless TCP versions aimed to provide high performance
in various environments [1]. Although, TCP determined the
mainstream of the research on transport protocols, in the last
years many alternative proposals have also been published
to serve as the basis of reliable data communication. In
this section we give an overview of the most widely known
protocols including the different types of TCP and other
proposals, as well.

A. Transmission Control Protocol

TCP is a connection-oriented transport protocol that pro-
vides reliable data transfer in end-to-end communication. It
means that lost packets are retransmitted, and therefore, each
sent packet will eventually be delivered to the destination. One
of the most important features of TCP is its congestion control
mechanism, which is used to avoid congestion collapse [20]
by determining the proper sending rate and to achieve high
performance. To this end, TCP maintains a congestion window
(cwnd) that controls the number of outstanding unacknowl-
edged packets in the network. An important aspect in the
context of congestion control protocols is how they can share
the available bandwidth among competing flows, also known
as fairness property. Fairness can be interpreted between the
same and different TCP versions (intra- and inter-protocol), as
well as on various time scales (transient and steady-state) [21].

TCP variants can be classified based on the type of conges-
tion indication and the target environment as shown in Table I.
Most congestion control methods use packet loss information
to detect congestion also called as loss-based TCPs. In case
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TCP variants can be classified based on the type of conges-
tion indication and the target environment as shown in Table I.
Most congestion control methods use packet loss information
to detect congestion also called as loss-based TCPs. In case
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Abstract—End-to-end congestion control performed by the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the main data transfer
mechanism of today’s Internet providing reliable communication
between hosts. Since the deployment of TCP the Internet has
gone through a significant change due to the evolving network
technologies and the diversity of applications. This process has led
to a heterogeneous environment with complex traffic character-
istics raising the demand for working out different TCP versions
to achieve better performance in various network conditions.
In addition to the traditional congestion control scheme several
alternative solutions have also been proposed for reliable trans-
port. However, the current practice of continuous modification
and refinement of TCP for specific network environments does
not seem to be a viable option, hence there is an increasing
need for a more efficient and flexible transport protocol. In this
paper we present a survey of the major data transfer mechanisms
developed in the last decades, and advocate a possible direction
for future research.
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coding, future Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE success of the Internet partially stems from the
algorithms implemented in the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP). This transport protocol has guaranteed the
reliable transfer between end hosts and the stable operation of
networks for several decades. However, network environments,
applications and user behavior have changed considerably
during this long period making TCP suboptimal under dif-
ferent conditions. As a result, a huge number of versions and
enhancements of TCP have been proposed for emerging en-
vironments mainly focusing on its congestion control scheme
and the related mechanisms [1].

Transport layer protocols play a significant role in the
efficient and fair utilization of available network resources,
and also have a great impact on the quality of user experience.
Due to the importance of this research topic, thousands of re-
searchers and developers worldwide are working on more and
more efficient transport solutions. The research, development
and standardization processes are managed by two large open
international communities, the Internet Research Task Force
(IRTF) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which
are organized into different research and working groups,
respectively. The main groups focusing on the area of data
transport are the Internet Congestion Control Research Group
(ICCRG) at IRTF and the working groups of the Transport
and Services Area (TSV) at IETF. The key goal of ICCRG
is to move towards consensus on which technologies can
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be considered as viable long-term solutions for the Internet
congestion control architecture, and to identify the trade-off
between potential benefits and costs. As opposed to ICCRG,
the members of TSV work on mechanisms related to end-to-
end data transfer to support various Internet applications and
services that exchange potentially large volumes of traffic at
high bandwidths.

This paper presents the evolution of transport protocols
since the early days of Internet introducing the main pitfalls
the researchers faced with during the years. Furthermore, we
shed light on a promising approach, which may be able to
satisfy the diverse requirements of future networks.

II. OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS

In current Internet the Transmission Control Protocol carries
the vast majority of network traffic. The history of TCP
dates back to 1981 when the official protocol specification
was published by the IETF in RFC 793 [2]. Over the past
three decades a significant research effort has been devoted
to TCP in order to meet the requirements of the continuously
evolving communication networks. This process has resulted
in countless TCP versions aimed to provide high performance
in various environments [1]. Although, TCP determined the
mainstream of the research on transport protocols, in the last
years many alternative proposals have also been published
to serve as the basis of reliable data communication. In
this section we give an overview of the most widely known
protocols including the different types of TCP and other
proposals, as well.

A. Transmission Control Protocol

TCP is a connection-oriented transport protocol that pro-
vides reliable data transfer in end-to-end communication. It
means that lost packets are retransmitted, and therefore, each
sent packet will eventually be delivered to the destination. One
of the most important features of TCP is its congestion control
mechanism, which is used to avoid congestion collapse [20]
by determining the proper sending rate and to achieve high
performance. To this end, TCP maintains a congestion window
(cwnd) that controls the number of outstanding unacknowl-
edged packets in the network. An important aspect in the
context of congestion control protocols is how they can share
the available bandwidth among competing flows, also known
as fairness property. Fairness can be interpreted between the
same and different TCP versions (intra- and inter-protocol), as
well as on various time scales (transient and steady-state) [21].

TCP variants can be classified based on the type of conges-
tion indication and the target environment as shown in Table I.
Most congestion control methods use packet loss information
to detect congestion also called as loss-based TCPs. In case




